
NEW!

mamaRoo 

sleep



It features 5 unique motions (car ride, wave,

kangaroo, tree swing and rock-a-bye) and 5

speed options to find the perfect combination

baby loves. You can also play one of the 4

white noise options (rain, ocean, fan and shh).

Easily control all features via the 4moms app on

a compatible smart device. The 4moms app

also features a timer that can be used to help

establish a bedtime routine and improve sleep.

The 4moms mamaRoo sleep bassinet uses the

same proven motions of the 4moms mamaRoo

infant seat to help your baby fall asleep and

stay asleep longer. Soothe and comfort baby

in the 4moms mamaRoo sleep bassinet with its

natural bounce and sway motions that move

just like parents do.

mamaRoo sleep™

Replicates the natural

bounce and sway

motions of parents.

mamaRoo sleep birch

Artno: 4M2000929

mamaRoo sleep sheet grey

Artno: 4M2000772

mamaRoo sleep sheet white

Artno: 4M2000913

mamaRoo sleep storage basket

Artno: 4M2000771



The 4moms mamaRoo infant seat bounces up and down and sways from side

to side, just like parents do when comforting their babies. It features five unique

motions and five speed options for a total of 25 different combinations.

Soothe your baby with one of the four

built-in sounds, or connect any MP3

device. The mamaRoo4 baby swing

offers full recline to allow baby to lie

back and relax or sit up and play.

The only infant

seat that

replicates natural

motions of

parents.

it moves like you do™

mamaRoo®4

Parents don't vibrate

like bouncy seats or

swing like baby swings.

We believe that infant

seats would be better

if they replicated the

natural motions

parents use to comfort

their babies.

mamaRoo 4.0 grey

Artno: 4M2000808

mamaRoo 4.0 black

Artno: 4M2000809

mamaRoo 4.0 mesh

Artno: 4M2000879

Newborn insert white/grey

Artno: 4M2000862

Newborn insert mesh

Artno: 4M2000875



www.4moms.se


